Advancements in imaging techniques have drastically improved our ability to visualize, study, and digitally share complex, often minute, anatomical relationships. The recent adoption of soft-tissue X-ray imaging techniques, such as diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography (diceCT), is beginning to offer previously unattainable insights into the detailed configurations of softtissue complexes across Metazoa. As a contrast agent, dissolved iodine diffuses deeply throughout preserved specimens to bind fats and carbohydrates that are naturally present within metazoan soft tissues, increasing the radiodensities of these tissues in predictable ways. Like the current "gold standard" of magnetic resonance imaging, diceCT does not require physical dissection and can differentiate between the lipid content of myelinated versus nonmyelinated tissues, thereby offering great potential for neuroanatomical studies. Within the brain, for example, diceCT distinguishes myelinated fiber tracts from unmyelinated cortices, nuclei, and ganglia and allows three-dimensional visualization of their anatomical interrelationships at previously unrealized spatial scales. In this study, we illustrate the utility of diceCT for the rapid visualization of both external and internal brain anatomy in vertebrates -alongside the intact bones of the skull and the complete, undisturbed pathways of peripheral nerves, up to and including the target organs that they innervate. We demonstrate the transformative potential of this technique for developing highresolution neuroanatomical datasets and describe best practices for imaging large numbers of specimens for broad evolutionary studies across vertebrates.
Introduction
Over the last half century, nondestructive, three-dimensional (3D) visualization techniques have radically altered the landscape of the anatomical sciences. Tools such as X-ray computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM), light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM), and optical projection tomography (OPT), among others, have greatly facilitated advances in quantifying the sizes, relationships, and spatial distributions of hard-and soft-tissue anatomical systems. These imaging modalities have given researchers newfound insights into neural systems, including the ability to rapidly document the detailed structure of the neurocranium (e.g., X-ray CT), register brain morphology to skull morphology (e.g., MRI), document neural connections (e.g., SPIM and LSFM), and visualize gene expression patterns (e.g., OPT). MRI, in particular, has distinguished itself as the "gold standard" for neuroanatomical imaging due to its ability to contrast neural tissues from surrounding cerebrospinal fluid and cranial elements, differentiate between myelinated and nonmyelinated neural structures, and serve as a platform for the integration of additional visualization modalities (e.g., functional MRI, positron emission tomography). Magnetic resonance imagers come in a variety of configurations, including those for visualizing the large brains of humans [van de Moortele et al., 2009; Lüsebrink et al., 2017] or the far smaller brains of model developmental organisms, such as embryonic and postnatal rodents [e.g., µMRI; Schneider et al., 2004] . MRI approaches used for human medical applications tend to be limited to voxel dimensions ranging from 250 to 1,000 µm ( Fig. 1) , whereas µMRI provides much higher spatial resolution (25-100 µm voxels). Although the finer scale associated with µMRI has the potential to open up whole new avenues for neuroanatomical research, it is a comparatively expensive technique for routine use, and specimen diameter is typically limited to just a few centimeters due to relatively small gantry apertures [de Crespigny et al., 2008] .
In this paper, we discuss a relatively new entrant into the collective of advanced anatomical visualization tools: diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography ("diceCT") . DiceCT is poised to continue the march of documenting and quantifying metazoan neuroanatomy at progressively finer resolutions and across larger spatial scales ( Fig. 1) , while increasing the pace of data collection and, thus, the evolutionary scope of organisms that can be readily studied (Fig. 2 ). This technique relies on mature and widely available X-ray CT and µCT technologies [Neu and Genin, 2014] , capable of imaging a wide variety of objects at micron and submicron scales. Although excellent at visualizing mineralized vertebrate tissues such as bone, dentin, and enamel, X-ray technologies are comparatively poor at differentiating relatively low-density soft-tissue structures, such as the central and peripheral nervous systems. To overcome this obstacle, diceCT utilizes iodine in the form of aqueous iodine-potassium iodide (a.k.a., Lugol's iodine solution, strong iodine solution, or simply I 2 KI) or alcoholic iodine (I 2 E and I 2 M, using ethanol and methanol, respectively, as solvents [Metscher 2009a [Metscher , 2009b [Metscher , 2013 ) as a radiopaque contrast agent [Wallingford, 1953] .
Modern approaches to utilizing iodine as a contrast agent for its tissue-specific affinities in combination with high-resolution µCT imaging were pioneered by de Fig. 1 . Comparison of human brains visualized using standard medical-grade MRI and diceCT technologies with details of the cerebellum, including the arbor vitae, enlarged. MRI (T1 weighted) example has 937.5 × 937.5 × 500 µm voxel dimensions, whereas the diceCT example has 63.0 × 63.0 × 63.0 µm voxel dimensions. DiceCT provides substantially higher resolution than standard MRI scans for large, complex neural structures like the human brain, while also differentiating between its myelinated and nonmyelinated components.
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Crespigny et al. [2008] and Metscher [2009a, b] , with initial applications to vertebrate neuroanatomy and development. This pairing was quickly adopted by numerous other morphologists, who applied it to increasingly wider ranges of animal taxa and body sizes [Degenhardt et al., 2010; Herdina et al., 2010; Tobita et al., 2010; Tsai and Holliday, 2011; Gignac and Kley, 2014] . In 2015, various successful protocols for iodine-enhanced µCT imaging were formalized as "diceCT" by the Austin Working Group . To date, diceCT has been applied successfully to at least 12 classes of metazoans and has permitted the visualization of whole bodies and more restricted regions of interest across a 10,000-fold range in specimen sizes [see review in Gignac et al., 2016] .
In solution, crystalized iodine forms into iodine polymers (e.g., triiodide, I 3 -), which bind differentially to the lipids and carbohydrates that are naturally present within the soft tissues of animals (and plants). Once imbued, previously radiolucent soft tissues become radiodense, like their mineralized counterparts, causing them to absorb X-rays [Webb et al., 2005] . Different tissues contain different amounts of lipids and carbohydrates, making it possible to distinguish between bones, muscles, glands, fat bodies, epithelia, and nerves based on their affinities for iodine polymers and, thus, their radiodensities in Xray µCT images. Moreover, diceCT is particularly useful for visualizing central and peripheral nervous tissues because it allows for clear differentiation between myelinated and nonmyelinated structures [de Crespigny et al., 2008; Gignac and Kley, 2014] . This means that subtle tracts of white matter can be readily identified from surrounding gray matter within the brain [Gignac and Kley, 2014; Gignac et al., 2016] (Fig. 1-4 ; online suppl. Videos S1-S3; for all online suppl. material, see www.karger. com/doi/10.1159/000485476). Likewise, outside of the brain, myelinated peripheral-nerve processes can be distinguished from associated ganglia ( Fig. 3 ; see online suppl. Videos S1-S3) ; Holli- day et al., 2013; Gignac and Kley, 2014] . Consequently, diceCT offers researchers the familiar, tissue-specific differentiation and larger scan volumes of MRI but at the finer resolutions of µMRI (and the lower costs of µCT). DiceCT tissue contrasts are therefore achieved at 3D spatial scales unequaled by other current technologies and have the potential to visualize entire neural systems [Porro and Richards, 2017] , from specific brain and spinalcord structures to the distal nerve processes and peripheral tissues they innervate.
Here, we demonstrate the potential for developing high-resolution neuroanatomical datasets and describe a pipeline to image large numbers of specimens for evolutionary studies across Vertebrata (Fig. 2) . We discuss our experiences in preserving, staining, and µCT scanning more than 1,000 specimens in order to highlight the power of diceCT for capturing neuroanatomical details and the extent to which these can be rendered into 3D neuroanatomical models. Our goal is to outline how to begin using diceCT imaging for creating rich datasets as a neuroanatomy-specific supplement to the more generalized review provided by Gignac et al. [2016] . We do not anticipate that diceCT will replace standard histological approaches or 3D imaging modalities that have already become well-established methods throughout the neuroscience community. Instead, we hope that integrating diceCT into already existing neurovisualization workflows will provide for reciprocal illumination between structures and regions of interest, as well as increase the scientific value of research specimens, the quality of imaging data, and the ease of digitally sharing neuroanatomical resources -all of which have historically helped to advance the science.
DiceCT Workflow
Dozens of studies utilizing diceCT have been published over the last several years, and the variety of specimen types, histories, staining parameters, and scanning approaches used have informed on the best practices that are now recommended by veterans in the field . Here, we have built on the guidelines presented by Gignac et al. [2016] by taking an exploratory approach to optimizing diceCT for neuroanatomical visualizations across three primary methodological steps leading to successful data collection: (1) specimen preservation, (2) iodine staining, and (3) µCT imaging. We have also collated details of these steps from diceCT studies with already published neuroanatomical visualizations (31 publications in total; see online suppl. Table S4 ). We end with a brief overview of data organization and analysis to help researchers exploit the full potential of diceCT datasets for producing 3D digital models like those presented here.
Specimen Preservation
Neural tissues are particularly sensitive to the means of preservation, and anatomy visualized via diceCT is only as clear as a specimen's initial (i.e., prestained) quality. Thus, great care should be taken in preparing specimens to ensure that diceCT data represent as accurately as possible the in vivo anatomy of the organism. All spec- Table S4 .) The approximate locations of these slices are indicated by the white rectangle superimposed on the 3D reconstruction on the lower left (inset). ; all other specimens were received as previously preserved.) Although numerous studies demonstrate research-quality visualizations using specimens not initially acquired or prepared specifically for diceCT imaging (i.e., vouchered museum specimens) [Herdina et al., 2010; Cox and Jeffery, 2011; Jeffery et al., 2011; Cox and Faulkes, 2014; Herdina et al., 2015a, b] , the best contrasted -and, thus, easiest to model digitally -neural structures are those associated with specimens fixed immediately upon death [Hughes et al., 2016b ; see also Fig. 1-4 ] (see online suppl. Videos S1-S3). We fix our specimens using 10% phosphate-buffered formalin (a.k.a., neutral buffered formalin) or 4% paraformaldehyde, but numerous other fixatives can be effective as well (e.g., Bouin's solution and its alcoholic [DuboscqBrasil] variant, Dent's fixative, 70-95% solutions of ethanol, or 2.5% glutaraldehyde) [Gignac et al., 2016 and references therein] . Vouchered museum specimens represent appealing sources for the documentation of neuroanatomical variation. However, long-term storage of specimens in ethanol can limit the potential for tissue contrast. Fat is soluble in ethanol and other alcohols [Jeffery et al., 1989] , and thus the lipids that are naturally present in myelinated nervous tissue can be leached out of these tissues over the course of decades in alcohol storage [e.g., Fig. 4 in Gignac et al., 2016] . Under these conditions, differentiation of white from gray matter becomes difficult, if not impossible, thereby limiting digital reconstructions to overall brain size and shape, without providing any details about the brain's internal structure. We do not recommend that researchers avoid using ethanol as a fixative or storage medium altogether. However, given the issue described above, we suggest that awareness can aid in choosing specimens (e.g., by avoiding particularly old, alcoholic specimens) that will maximize imaging success.
It is also common for opportunistically acquired specimens to be frozen for a period of time before being thawed prior to subsequent processing. Such specimens are generally to be avoided for diceCT imaging because the ice crystals that form during freezing can cause significant distortions within delicate soft tissues. In our experience, neural tissues are particularly susceptible to physical damage via the formation and subsequent growth of ice crystals. (These issues are readily apparent primarily as a direct result of the high spatial scale that diceCT affords.) Not only can frozen storage impact the fidelity of the anatomy itself, subsequently thawed brains also tend to contrast less well when stained with iodine.
It bears emphasis that field collection of specimenseven without standard laboratory facilities -is compatible with sampling large numbers of specimens for high-throughput, comparative neuroanatomical studies, including those using diceCT. Hughes et al. [2016b] recently developed field fixation techniques that are effective for preserving neural tissues in remote conditions without laboratory facilities or cold storage. This approach uses both liquid (37% volume/volume [v/v] formaldehyde) and solid (100% formaldehyde powder) stocks to mix buffered formalin solutions in the field. The taxa collected by Hughes et al. [2016b] were chameleons from Uganda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Whole-body fixation was achieved via transcardial perfusion. Specimens were stored in a 10% buffered formalin solution containing 12% sucrose (weight by volume [w/v]) for up to 54 days in the field before reaching laboratory facilities [Hughes et al., 2016b] . (Note: Sucrose was added as a cryoprotectant in anticipation of future freezing upon return to the laboratory.) Specimens were subsequently prepared using Nissl staining, fluorescent immunohistochemical staining, and diceCT imaging. As a result of these efforts, there is a clear pathway to accessing potentially large numbers of specimens from remote locations for neuroanatomical research, expanding the potential breadth of comparative brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nerve studies [Striedter et al., 2014] .
Neither Lugol's iodine nor X-ray imaging are new tools for anatomical researchers -it is in combination that they become uniquely powerful. Likewise, other well-established approaches can be harnessed alongside diceCT to ensure high-fidelity neuroanatomical data. One such technique is STABILITY. Modified from a hydrogel cross-linking procedure (CLARITY) [Chung et al. 2013] , STABILITY was introduced by Wong et al. [2013] as a standardized, chemical polymerization process, in which a 3D meshwork of hydrogel infiltrates and physically reinforces whole specimens. The purpose of STA-BILITY is to limit size and shape distortions. This can be particularly useful for diceCT work, wherein exposure to high concentrations of iodine can cause unwanted distortions, such as shrinkage [Vickerton et al., 2013; Gignac and Kley, 2014; Gignac et al., 2016] . As demonstrated by Wong et al. [2013] , and more recently by Carlisle et al. Brain Behav Evol 2018; 91:180-190 DOI: 10.1159/000485476 [2017], the reinforcing effects of STABILITY do not interfere significantly with iodine staining. When used together, it becomes possible to stain specimens at higher concentrations or durations than would otherwise be recommended because the mechanical reinforcement of soft tissues maintains their size and shape. STABILITY is implemented after fixation but before iodine staining and is effective for embryonic as well as postembryonic specimens [Wong et al., 2013; Carlisle et al., 2017] . Stabilized specimens can be destained and then prepared further using other staining techniques (as described below). (Note: Whether or not the STABILITY polymer can be depolymerized and fully removed from specimens has not been demonstrated to date.)
Iodine Staining
The three most commonly used forms of iodine for diceCT imaging include an aqueous iodine-potassium iodide (I 2 KI) solution (Lugol's solution), as well as two forms of alcoholic iodine, in which I 2 crystals are dissolved directly into either ∼100% ethanol (I 2 E) or ∼100% methanol (I 2 M). Concentrations for these solutions are determined on a w/v basis. For example, a 1% aqueous solution of I 2 KI contains 1 g of solute (i.e., 0.33 g I 2 + 0.67 g KI) together with enough solvent (i.e., H 2 O) to create 100 mL of staining solution; given the densities of I 2 (4.933 g/ cm 3 ) and KI (3.123 g/cm 3 ), this would equate with 99.72 mL of water in this particular instance. (Note: KI and H 2 O should be combined before adding I 2 because the latter does not readily dissolve into an aqueous solution on its own.) Likewise, a 1% solution of I 2 E contains 1 g of I 2 and 99.80 mL of 100% ethanol (which combine as 100 mL of total volume). Although not technically a percentage, the w/v metric breaks down as how much mass of the staining agent is dissolved into a 100 mL volume (i.e., a proxy for "percentage") of staining solution. Online supplementary Document S5 describes the amounts of solute(s) and solvent needed to mix 1-10% solutions of I 2 KI, I 2 E, and I 2 M. (The admixture for other concentrations can be calculated from the information provided.)
The two most important staining parameters are the concentration of the staining solution and the duration of time that the specimen remains in solution. Most diceCT specimens are successfully stained at fairly conservative concentrations of 1-10% w/v . For a given specimen size, duration tends to be inversely related to concentration, such that lower-concentration solutions should be applied for longer periods of time and vice versa. In general, the smallest vertebrate specimens (e.g., embryos) stain overnight; many postembryonic vertebrates stain on the order of days to a few weeks; and larger adult specimens stain fully only after weeks to months [see Gignac et al., 2016 , for a review on the relationships between specimen sizes, staining requirements, and requisite CT scanner beam energies]. Identifying the optimum level of staining is crucial to avoid either incomplete staining of specimens, which show uneven contrast levels within the same tissue type, or overstaining of specimens, which reduces the contrast between adjacent tissues [Gignac and Kley, 2014] and can lead to physical distortions [Vickerton et al., 2013; Wong et al., 2013; Carlisle et al., 2017] .
Online supplementary Table S4 lists published diceCT studies that include neuroanatomical visualizations along with the types of specimens imaged in each. We recommend that users first identify the quality or type of specimens they would like to emulate from the literature and begin their initial staining based on the protocols described therein. From that point, researchers are able to increase or decrease exposure to iodine in subsequent specimens in order to produce the highest-quality visualizations for the questions being asked or hypotheses being tested.
µCT Imaging Imbuing soft tissues with iodine greatly increases their radiodensities. For example, thoroughly stained specimens may image in X-ray µCT scans with muscles, glands, and myelinated nervous tissues exhibiting greater radiodensities than cortical bone (Fig. 4a) . As a result, the most consistent diceCT images are produced on µCT scanners that are also capable of generating high-quality skeletal or fossil datasets [Ketcham and Carlson, 2001 ; see also the review of CT scanner models and configurations in Gignac et al., 2016] . Embryonic and small postembryonic specimens can be imaged well with tabletop µCT systems, which typically have limited gantry sizes but sufficient beam energies. As specimen size increases, so does the volume of iodine needed to completely imbue the soft tissues of that specimen. As a result, most vertebrate specimens are best imaged using industrial-scale µCT scanners, which typically image volumes ≥100 cm 3 , are capable of beam energies beyond those commonly used to visualize cortical bone (i.e., > 10 W), and have usercustomizable scanning configurations.
To produce high-quality neuroanatomical visualizations, we recommend that users set their µCT systems to image for several hours per specimen. Because iodinestained specimens are particularly dense and require higher-than-typical beam energies, there is potential for DOI: 10.1159/000485476 the scans of such specimens to exhibit a visual noise artifact as a result of X-ray attenuation. Complex neurological structures such as the brain house clusters of myelinated and unmyelinated neurons and nonneuronal cells that are packed closely together, which can cause them to take on a "noisy" appearance naturally because each stained cell type has a distinctly different X-ray attenuation coefficient. As a result, it can be particularly difficult to distinguish the edges of white-matter structures within the brain, for example, in short-duration diceCT scans. To overcome this issue, we recommend scanning specimens using protocols incorporating moderate to long Xray detector exposure timing (e.g., ≥333 ms) and multiframe image averaging (e.g., 2-12×) [Degenhardt et al., 2010; Tahara and Larson, 2013; Cox and Faulkes, 2014; Gignac and Kley, 2014; Kleinteich et al., 2014] . Analogous to the functioning of an optical camera, higher exposure timing allows for the X-ray detector to collect more Xrays passing through the specimen. Multiframe averaging collects X-ray density data several times for the specimen in one rotation position or "step," and averages these independent samples. Together, this approach collects substantially more image data (X-rays), which produces specimens with sharper tissue boundaries and smoother gray-scale value (GV) transitions within regions of the same tissue. Figure 4 shows an example of this approach, using an I 2 KI-stained Macklot's python (Liasis mackloti) head. The specimen was decapitated, fixed immediately in 10% neutral buffered formalin, and stained for 3 weeks in 5% I 2 KI. After staining, excess unbound iodine was washed out by immersion under running tap water for ∼24 h. It was µCT scanned at an isometric voxel size of 20.5 μm, 140 kV, and 150 µA (i.e., 21 W), using a 0.1-mm copper filter and a tungsten target in a GE phoenix v|tome|x s240 high-resolution microfocus CT system (General Electric, Fairfield, CT, USA). To achieve the fine level of detail within the brain and along cranial nerves, the X-ray de- The most radiodense structures appear as whiter in diceCT images, whereas relatively low-density structures appear as dark gray.) b 3D digital models of white-matter tracts (opaque white) and surrounding gray matter (semitransparent gray) in dorsal (above) and left lateral (below) projections. Bottom row of 2D transverse slices pass through (from left to right) the olfactory tract, forebrain, and midbrain at the optic chiasm (visible inferiorly), hind brain at the roots of the vestibulocochlear nerves (visible in the transverse section dorsolaterally, and in the frontal view in a), and the anterior-most portion of the spinal cord.
(Preservation, staining, and μCT-imaging parameters are available in online suppl. tector was activated for 6 repeated 333-ms exposures (i.e., 1,998 ms of combined X-ray detection per rotation step), and all 6 exposures were averaged into a single density sample. This was repeated for each of 1,800 rotation steps across 360° of X-ray sampling. This combination of high resolution and extended image timing required > 9 h of active beam time. (Note: The specimen was thoroughly wrapped in plastic to prevent desiccation.) Although this is a substantial period of scanning, the results illustrate how even subtle white-matter tracts within the brain can be readily visualized ( Fig. 4 ; see online suppl. Videos S1-S3). Similar approaches were used for specimens in Figures 1-3 (see online suppl. Table S4 ).
Data Processing
DiceCT datasets are inherently complex. Detailed, 3D anatomy is represented initially by a continuous image stack (e.g., DICOM or TIFF files, most commonly). Depending on the size and resolution of the dataset, individual specimens may generate a few hundred megabytes to a few gigabytes of image data. However, individual datasets > 10 GB, even for neurological regions of interest, are not uncommon. Determining what software resources have the greatest efficacy with diceCT data reflects a combination of image manipulation features, costs, and personal preferences. We use several software applications for data manipulation, 3D model building, and subsequent model processing. These are ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD), Avizo © (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and MeshLab (GNU General Public License), respectively. However, numerous alternative software packages are also available.
Data Manipulation. ImageJ is a free image and image stack processing tool. It is particularly adept at adjusting brightness and contrast to further enhance tissue differences in postprocessing, as well as rotating, cropping, translating, and reslicing entire image stacks. It provides for 3D manipulation of µCT data in a two-dimensional (2D) interface. We recommend ImageJ as a "go-to" tool for organizing diceCT data into standard orthogonal planes, which allows for easily evaluating the staining quality of the specimen, assessing right-left asymmetries, and exporting "fly-through" videos that are compressed and repackaged datasets, which are easier to share digitally (see online suppl. Videos S1-S3). (Documentation and tutorials are available at https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/ index.html.)
3D Model Building. There are several freely (e.g., Blender) and commercially (e.g., Avizo © and VGStudio Max © ) available digital reconstruction platforms that allow image stacks to be represented and manipulated as 3D volumes. These platforms allow the user to select and add a portion of the total volume to user-defined digital "structures." This can be done manually (by selecting voxels with mouse clicks) or through automated means (by choosing a range of voxels with specific GVs, wherever they are located within the volume). In our experience with diceCT datasets, high-GV white matter is easily distinguished from lower-GV gray matter. In particular, white matter seems to present across the "whiter" range of GVs, which can be binned generally as low, medium, and high with respect to relative brightness. (Note: Most industrial-scale µCT scanners have cone-shaped beams, a geometry that precludes quantifying absolute GVs as is typical for medical CT scanners, which utilize parallel beams and output Hounsfield units .) Within a given specimen, these differences are inferred to reflect variation in the extent of myelination, with exceptionally bright structures like thick optic nerves and chiasmata showing the highest GVs, and thin whitematter tracts appearing fainter (Fig. 4) . 3D digital rendering programs allow the user to select narrow ranges of GVs for addition to digital structures, and an iterative approach that includes isolating low-, medium-, and then high-value GVs makes it fairly straightforward to select and render white-matter tracts within the brain ( Fig. 4b ; see online suppl. Surface S6) or extracranial peripheral nerve processes in isolated regions of interest (Fig. 3) . Final, manual "cleanup" work is always recommended, including rendering remaining brain tissue as gray matter (online suppl. Surface S7) and having a specialist evaluate the neural reconstructions of greatest concern.
Model Processing. After producing 3D models and exporting them as surface files (e.g., stereolithography [*.STL], polygon [*.PLY], or object [*.OBJ] format), the resulting models will often be too large for easy sharing. However, the Quadric Edge Collapse Decimation tool in the freely available program MeshLab allows for broad surface smoothing that reduces surface file size without substantially altering the overall geometry or removing important neuroanatomical features (online suppl. Surfaces S6, S7). (Documentation and tutorials are available at http://www.meshlab.net.)
Destaining and Reciprocal Illumination
As discussed by Gignac et al. [2016] , iodine staining can be reversed. Thus, one of the advantages of using iodine over other contrast agents is the potential for returning a vouchered specimen to a museum collection unstained. Alternatively, a destained diceCT specimen can DOI: 10.1159/000485476 be resampled for subsequent anatomical preparations (e.g., histological sectioning). Destaining can be achieved through progressive leaching of triiodide out of specimen tissues (i.e., placing the specimen in baths of water, formalin, ethanol, or other "clean" storage fluid, iteratively, until the staining agent ceases to diffuse out of the specimen and into solution). This process can take weeks to months, and it physically removes iodine from the specimen. Alternatively, one or more baths of a low concentration (1-3% w/v) of sodium thiosulfate (Na 2 S 2 O 3 ) can be used to elicit an oxidation-reduction reaction with triiodide that transforms it into a colorless (and radiolucent) form of iodide (I -) [Trevorrow and Fashena, 1935; Shakhashiri, 1983; Kondo et al., 2001] . This process takes minutes to days, but it leaves the specimen forever chemically altered because iodide -although colorless -still remains within its tissues. Moreover, users should be aware that sodium thiosulfate is a chelating agent, and its use on vertebrate specimens may result in the decalcification of elements of the bony skeleton [A.C. Morhardt, pers. commun.; Pasch et al., 2008] . Although this side effect may be undesirable in certain circumstances, it does not interfere with subsequent histological protocols, which typically include thorough decalcification of specimens prior to sectioning [Humason, 1972] .
Regardless of the destaining method, specimens can be reused subsequently in additional staining protocols. As demonstrated by Herdina et al. [2015b] , using a bat phallus, destained specimens are amenable to subsequent staining under standard histological protocols (in this case, with Giemsa surface stain). Likewise, Hughes et al. [2016a Hughes et al. [ , 2017 extended this approach for neural imaging with Nissl staining, using chameleon brains that had been previously stained for diceCT imaging but then subsequently destained. This work demonstrates the potential for pairing the gross morphology of the brain's white-and gray-matter regions (via diceCT) with cellular-level imaging in those regions for the same individual using standard histological approaches. There is immediate potential, therefore, for diceCT to be inserted into already established brain imaging workflows to reinforce or expand the value of data from each research specimen [Striedter et al., 2014] .
Community Development
Over the last several years, a community of diceCT practitioners with various research foci has improved diceCT protocols and consolidated around recommended best practices based on collective experience . To help ensure the rapid distribution of such advances, community members maintain diceCT.com as a centralized information hub for diceCT research and are active on social media (e.g., @diceCT on Twitter). Here, new users will find a regularly updated repository of diceCT publications, new research features, preprints of technique advances, and details of ongoing diceCT community events such as workshops, short courses, and conference symposia.
DiceCT is a widely applicable, rapid, and anatomically comprehensive new tool for generating high-resolution, 3D neuroanatomical datasets, which can be easily shared digitally with collaborators, publishers, and the general public. The removal/reversibility of the staining agent and potential to pair diceCT datasets with conventional histological methods will help bridge the wealth of published neural imaging data already available to approaches that consider the central and peripheral nervous systems as key aspects of highly integrated and complex phenotypes in 3D. We look forward to the continued advance of diceCT as updated approaches, drawn from experiences within the neuroanatomical sciences community, bring about high-resolution 3D brain imaging at increasingly finer scales.
